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2007 polaris outlaw 90 wiring diagram
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numbers.............................????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
1.2 VIN IDENTIFICATION ..... . 1.2 Engine Location Serial Number ..... . . 1.2 Location vehicle identification number. 1.2 General Specifications. 1.3 Model: 2009 PREDATOR 50.. 1.3 MODEL: 2009 OUTLAW 90........... 1.3 Model: 2009 SPORTSMAN 90.. 1.3 Model: 2009 PREDATOR 50.. 1.4 Model: 2009 OUTLAW/SPORTSMAN 90.. 1.5 Miscellaneous information. 1.6 Release number. 1.6 PAINT CODES ..... 1.6 Replacement
Key.???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
1.6 Special tool - where it is used. 1.7 Turk Standard Specifications. 1.8 Conversion Table ..... . . 1.9 SAE TAP DRILL SIZES ..... 1.10 METRIC TAP DRILL SIZES........... 1.10 METRIC TAP DRILL SIZES........ 1.10 DECIMAL EQUIVALENTS ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.10 GLOSSARY OF TERMS. 1.11 2. 1.2 General information model information model information identification model machine number shall be used with any correspondence regarding warranty or service. Set Engine No. 50cc Model: M10A - Single Cylinder, Cold
Air, SOHC, 4-Stroke, Electric Start 90cc Model: H18S - Single Cylinder, Cold Air, SOHC, 4-Stroke, Electric Start VIN Identify The Location of the Engine Serial Number Whenever it relates to an engine, be sure to refer to the serial number of the engine. This information can be found on the upper LH side of the lame-stamped as shown below. Vehicle identification numbers are the location of the vehicle identification number (VIN) and the serial number of the engine are important for identification purposes. See the images below as location
reference. } Machine Model Number Identification } } Year Designation Basic Chassis Designation Engine Designation Emissions &amp; Model Option A 0 9 K A 0 9 AB } R F 3 K A 0 9 A*9 P 0 0 0 0} 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 Mfg World. Vehicle ENGINE ID describing vehicle ID }Check the digit model year body style factory without individual serial number * This can be either a number or a letter power driven release 50 Win Motor Serial Number Win Motor Serial Number Athlete 90 / Outlaw 90 3. 1.3 General Information 1
General Specification Model..................... 2009 PREDATOR 50 Model No............. A09KA05AB, AD Engine Model.................. Model M10A.................... 2009 Outlaw 90 Model No............. A09KA09AB, AD Engine Model.................. Model H18S.................. 2009 SPORTSMAN 90 Model No............. A09FA09AA, AB engine model.................. H18S category dimensions length 48 in / 122 cm width 31.5 in / 80 cm height 28 in / 71 cm base wheel 33 in. / 84 cm ground clearance 4 in. / 10 cm in arm swing ride capacity / Maximum weight 1 rider /
90 pounds / 41 kg dry weight 185 pounds. / 84 kg oil capacity 30 ounces. / 900 mL fuel capacity 1.2 gall/ 4.5L category length dimensions 61.25 in. / 156 cm wide 36.75 in. / 93 cm height 38.5 in / 98 cm wheel base 41.5 in / 105 cm ground clearance 4 in. / 10 cm on the soyong arm ride capacity / maximum weight 1 ride / 170 pounds. / 77 kg dry weight 283 pounds. / 128 kg oil capacity 30 ounces. / 900 mL fuel capacity 1.7 galls. / 6.4 liters length category dimensions 61.75 in / 157 cm width 36.75 in / 93 cm height 38.5 in / 98 cm base wheel
41.5 in / 105 cm ground clearance 4 in. / 10 cm on the soyong arm ride capacity / maximum weight 1 ride / 170 pounds. 77 kg dry weight 305 lbs/138 kg oil capacity 30 oz. / 900 ml fuel capacity 2 galls. / 7.7 liter front rack capacity of 15 pounds. / 6.8kg rear rack capacity 30 lbs/ 13.6 kg 4. 1.4 General Information Model: 2009 Predator 50 Models A09KA05AB, AD ENGINE MODEL: M10A Engine Platform Aeon SOHC 4-Stroke Engine Displacement 49.5cc Number of Cylinders 1 Bore &amp; Stroke (mm) 39 x 41.4 mm Compression Ratio
9.2:1 Compression Pressure 115-1 55 psi Idle Engine Speed 1500 ± 100 RPM Cold Air Cooling System Warning Over From the hot limit n/oil pump lubricated oil under wet pressure sump oil requirements 40 polaris SAE 40 (above 32 degrees Fahrenheit) 20W-40 (below 32 degrees Fahrenheit) 30 ounces. (900 ml) USFS Exhaust System Approved Carburetion Carburetor Model Mikuni VM12H Original Jet 62 Pilot Jet 12.5 Jet Needle 3X6-4 Needle Jet n /Throttle Cutaway Valve n/A Hatch Seat size 1.2 pilot/air bolt 2.5 turns out (initial
settings, varies by ATV) Float Height Parallel to Float Bowl Fuel Delivery Gravity Feed System Fuel Capacity 1.2 gal. (4.5 L) Reserve Fuel Capacity 0.22 gal. (0.85 L) Electrical Alternator Output 56 Watts @ 1700 RPM Voltage Regulator Single Phase / Full Wave Daytime Running Lights 15 Watts Brake Light 21 watts Tail Light 5 Watts Tail Light 5 Watts Ignition System CDI Ignition Timing 17.5 Degree BTDC @ 1700 RPM Spark Plug/Slot NGK CR6HS A .024 -.028 in./ .6-.7 mm battery/model/amp HR low maintenance/12V/5 AH fuse (1) 1
amp starting power/kick starting support indicator panel n/drive most type gear forward gear single transmission capacity Lubricant 11.8 oz. (350 ml) or to fill the hole threads drive type clutch chain type automatic CVT drive belt 0453455 steering wheel/suspension front suspension style single arm control/non-adjusted shock front trip 3 in. / 7.6 cm rear suspension style mono shock Swingarm/cam set shock rear trip 3 in. / 7.6 cm ground clearance 4 in / 10 cm shock preload rear setting - cam set claws from 1/8 in. - 1/4 in/3-6 mm wheel/brake
tire size/screw pattern - front 16 x 6.5-7/4-110 tire size/screw-rear pattern 16 x 8-7/4-110 air pressure-F/R rubber 2 psi (13.8 KPa) brake-front/rear drum mechanical brake lock 5. 1.5 GENERAL INFORMATION 1 MODEL: 2009 OUTLAW/SPORTSMAN 90 OUTLAW MODEL #: A09KA09AB, AD SPORTSMAN MODEL #: A09FA09AA, AB ENGINE MODEL: H18S ENGINE PLATFORM AEON SOHC 4-STROKE ENGINE DISPLACEMENT 89.9CC NUMBER OF CYLINDERS 1 Bore &amp; Stroke (mm) 47 x 51.8 mm Compression Ratio 9.2:1
Compression Pressure 115-155 psi Engine Idle Speed 1700 ± 100 Rpm Cooling System Air Cooled Overheat Warning n/a Lubrication Oil Pump Pressurized Wet Sump Oil Requirements Polaris SAE 40 (Above 32°F) Polaris 20W-40 (Below 32°F) 3 0 oz. (900ml) Exhaust System USFS Approved Carburetion Carburetor Model Keihin PTE16 Main Jet 82 Pilot Jet 40 Jet Needle 89Q - 3 Needle clip Jet 11 Thr Valve Cutaway 3.0 SA Pilot/Air Screw 2.25 ± .5 Turns Out (Initial setting, varying by ATV) Parallel floating height to floating bowl
delivery fuel gravity feeding system fuel capacity 1.7 gal. (6.4 L) - Outlaw 90 2 Gal. (7.7 L) - Athlete 90 Fuel Storage Capacity 0.23 gal. (0.86 L) Outlaw 90 0.22 gal. (0.85 L) - Athlete 90 Electric Alternating Output 56W @ 1700 RPM Single Phase Adjuster Voltage / Full Wave Day Running LED 15 Watt Brake Light 21 Watt Tail Light 5 Watt Ignition System CDI Ignition Ignition Time 17.5 Degrees BTDC @ 17 00 rpm Spark Plug/Slot NGK CR6HSA .024 -.028 in./ .6-.7 mm Battery/Model/Amp HR Low Maintenance/12V/5 AH Fuse (1) 7A Electric
Start/Kick Start Support Indicator Neutral/Reverse Drivetrain Transmission Type Integrated F/N/R Transfer Lubericant Capacity 11.8 Oz. (350 ml) or to the bottom of the filling threads hole drive type clutch chain type automatic CVT drive belt 0453455 steering wheel/suspension front suspension single arm style/cam set shock front trip 5 in. / 12.7 cm rear suspension style mono shock Swingarm/cam set shock rear trip 6 in. / 15.2 cm ground clearance 4 in . / 10 cm shock preload set front - rear set cam - cam set the claws from 1/8 in. - 1/4
in/3-6 mm wheel/brake tire size/screw-front pattern 19 x 7-8/4-110 tire size/screw-rear pattern 18 x 9.5-8/4-110 air pressure-F/R rubber 3 psi (20.7 KPa) brake-front/rear drum parking brake lock 6. 1.6 General information release number miscellaneous information note: When ordering service parts make sure to use the correct parts manual. Note: Some manuals can be found on polaris' website: www.polarisindustries.com or purchased from www.purepolaris.com. The color of alternative keys codes can be made from the main key. Polaris
offers an alternative empty key (0453013) that can be cut to match the original. If both keys are lost, a ignition switch is required. Model year model No. Handheld Owner PN Manual Parts PN 2009 Predator 50 A09KA05AB, AD 9921811 9921812 2009 Outlaw 90 A09KA09AB, AD 9921796 9921815 2009 Sportsman 90 A09FA09AA, AB 9921796 9921797 Painted Part Color Description Polaris Number Frame / Swing Arm Medium Gloss Black P-067 Frame / Swing Arm Cloud Silver P-385 Key Blank 0453013 7. 1.7 General Information 1
Special Tool - where special tools may be used for this ATV service. Some of the tools listed are mandatory, while other tools may be replaced with the same tool if available. Pollaris recommends the use of special solaris tools when servicing each polis product. Note: Polaris vendors can order the tools listed above through the SPX Service Tool catalog or by contacting SPX @ 1-800-328-6657. PART NUMBER TOOL DESCRIPTION CHAPTER TOOL USED IN 2870872 Shock Spanner Wrench 2, 5 PV-39951-A Tachometer 2, 8 PV-
35667-A Cylinder Leakdown Tester 2, 3 2870390 Piston Support Block 3 PA-45153 Flywheel Puller 3 PA-46502 Spring Compressor Valve 3 PA-48701 Adapter, Compressor Valve Spring 3 PV-26900-8 26 Blade Thickness Gauge (Sensor Gauge) 3 PA-47361 User-Adjusting Screwdriver 4 2870975 Mity Pressure Test Tool 4 2870623 Shock Absorbent Spring Compression Tool 5 PV-63070 Christie Multi-Battery Charger 8 2870630 Light Timing 8 2870836 Battery Hydrometer 8 PV-43568 Fluke™73 Digital Multimeter 8 PV-39991 Pinnacle
Reading Adapter 8 8. 1.8 General information standard Turk specifications are the following specifications that are used as a general guideline. There are exceptions to the steering, suspension, and engine areas. Always consult the exploding views in each manual section for turk fasting values before using standard Turk. 9. 1.9 General information 1 Conversion table °C to Fahrenheit degree: 9.5 (°C + 32) = Fahrenheit °C: 5.9 (Fahrenheit - 32) = °C unit multiplying in conversion to ft. lbs. x 12 = in. lbs. in. lbs. x.0833 = ft. lbs. ft. lbs. x 1.356
= Nm in. lbs. x.0115 = kg-m Nm x.7376 = ft. lbs. kg-m x 7.233 = ft. lbs. kg-m x 86.796 = in. lbs. kg-m x 10 = Nm in. x 25.4 = mm mm x.03937 = in. x 2.54 = cm mile (mi.) x 1.6 = km km x.6214 = mile (mi.) Ounces (oz.) x 28.35 = Grams (g) Fluid Ounces (fl. oz.) x 29.57 = Cubic Centimeters (cc) Cubic Centimeters (cc) x.03381 = liquid ounces (fl. oz.) g (g) x 0.035 = ounces (ounces.) pounds x.454 = kg at 2.2046 = pounds. cubic inch (cu. in) x 16.387 = cubic centimeter (cc) cm3 (cc) x 0.061 = cubic inch (cu. in) Imperial Pint (Imp pt.) x 0.568 =
liter (l) liter (l) x 1.76 = Imperial Pint (Imp pt.) Imperial Quartz (Imp qt.) x 1.137 = liters (l) liters (l) x 0.88 = Imperial Quartets (Imp qt.) Imperial Quarts (Imp qt.) x 1.201 = U.S. Quartz (US qt.) U.S. Quarts (qt.) x 0.833 = Quartz Empire (Impt.) US quarts (US qt.) x 0.946 = Liters (l) Liters (l) x 1.057 = US quarts (US qt.) GALLON US (US Gal) x 3.785 = liter (L) liter (l) x 0.264 = US gallon (US gal) pounds - force per square inch (psi) x 6.895 = Kilo Kilopascals (kPa) kilopascals (kPa) x 0.14 = pounds - force per square inch (psi) Kilopascals (kPa) x
0.01 = kg - Force per square centimeter kg - force per square centimeter x 98.1 = Kilopascals (kPa) p(3.14)xR2x H (height) = cylinder volume 10. 1.10 GENERAL INFORMATION SAE Tap Drill Sizes Metric Tap Drill Sizes Decimal Equivalents Thread Size / Drill Size Thread Size / Drill Size #0-80 3/64 1/2-13 27/64 #1-64 53 1/2-20 29/64 #1-72 53 9/16-12 31/64 #2-56 51 9/16-18 33/64 #2-64 50 5/8-11 17/32 #3-48 5/64 5/8-18 37/64 #3-56 45 3/4-10 21/32 #4-40 43 3/4-16 11/16 #4-48 42 7/8-9 49/64 #5-40 38 7/8-14 13/16 #5-44 37 1-8 7/8
#6-32 36 1-12 59/64 #6-40 33 1 1/8-7 63/64 #8-32 29 1 1/8-12 1 3/64 #8-36 29 1 1/4-7 1 7/64 #10-24 24 1 1/4-12 1 11/64 #10-32 21 1 1/2-6 1 11/32 #12-24 17 1 1/2-12 1 27/64 #12-28 4.6mm 1 3/4-5 1 9/16 1/4-20 7 1 3/4-12 1 43/64 1/4-28 3 2-4 1/2 1 25/32 5/16-18 F 2-12 1 59/64 5/16-24 I 2 1/4-4 1/2 2 1/32 3/8-16 O 2 1/2-4 2 1/4 3/8-24 Q 2 3/4-4 2 1/2 7/16-14 U 3-4 2 3/4 7/16-20 25/64 Tap Size Drill Size Decimal Equivalent Nearest Fraction 3x.50 #39 0.0995 3x.60 3/32 0.0937 3/32 4x.70 #30 0.1285 1/8 4x.. 75 1/8 0.125 1/8 5x.80 #19
0.166 11/64 5x.90 #20 #30 0.161 5/32 6x1.00 #9 0.196 13/64 7x1.00 16/64 0.234 15/64 8x1.00 J 0.277 9/32 8x1.25 17/64 0.265 17/64 9x1.00 5/16 0.3125 5/16 9x1.25 5/16 0.3125 5/16 10x1.25 11/32 0.3437 11/32 10x1.25 50 R 0.339 11/32 11x1.50 3/8 0.375 3/8 12x1.50 13/32 0.406 13/32 12x1.75 13/32 0.406 13/32 11. 1.11 General Information 1 Dictionary terms ABDC: After The Dead Center. ACV: Alternating current voltage. Alternating: Electric generator generates alternating voltage current. After The Dead Center Above BBDC:
Before the dead center down. BDC: Down the dead center. BTDC: Before the dead centre up. CC: Cubic centimeter. Center distance: The distance between the center of the crankshaft and the center of the clutch shaft is driven. Ground Chain: The distance between chain link pins (no. 35 = 3.8 or 1 cm). Pollaris measures the length of the chain in the number of lands. CI: Inch cube. Clutch buttons: Plastic bushings that help rotate movable textures in drive and clutch driven. Clutch Offset: Drive and clutch driven offset so that the drive belt
will stay almost straight as it moves along the clutch face. Clutch weights: Three levers in the drive clutch that are relative to your weight, profile and RPM engine cause the drive clutch to close and grab the drive belt. Crankshaft Run-Out: Run-out or bend of crankshaft measured with a dial indicator while crankshaft is supported between centers on V blocks or resting in crankcase. Measurements at different points especially in the PTO. CVT: Center Variable Transmission (Clutch Drive System) DCV: Direct Current Voltage. Dial Bore
Gauge: A cylinder measuring instrument which uses a dial indicator. Good to show Tapper and get out of the rounds on tired cylinders. Electric opening: Open circuit. An electric circuit that's not perfect. An electrical circuit that is completed before the current gets to the desired load. (As a bare wire that touches the chassis). Seal Finish: Rubber seal at each lame end. RPM nomination: The RPM engine where the clutch drive is involved to make contact with the drive belt. ft.: Foot/feet. Foot Pound: Foot Pound. A force of one pound at the
end of the lever is applied one foot to length, in a rotating direction. g: Gram. Weight unit in metric system. gal.: Gallon. ID: Inside diameter. in.: Inch/inches. Pound inches: at 12 pounds in pounds. = 1 ft lb kg/cm2: kg per square centimeter. Kg m: kg m. Kg/m: A force the size of one kilogram at the end of a lever with a length of one meter is applied in a rotational direction. l or ltr: Liter. GBP/in2: Pounds per square inch. Left or right: It is always referred to based on the driver's normal operating position. M: M/m. Meg: Magneto. Magnetic
induction: As a conductor (coil) is moved through a magnetic field, voltage in Mechanical energy in stator is converted into electrical energy. mi.: Mile/miles. Mm. Length unit in metric system. 1 mm = approx. .040. Sprinkle: Newton meter. OD: Outside diameter. Also: The electrical resistance unit is against the current current. oz.: Ounce/ounces. Piston clearance: The total distance between the piston and the cylinder wall. psi.: pounds per square inch. PTO: Power take off.qt.: Quart/quarts. Regulator: Voltage Regulator. Adjusting the
system's output charging battery increases by about 14.5 DCV as the RPM engine. Tank Tank: Filling tank in liquid cooling system. Resistance: In the mechanical sense, friction or load. It means electric, ohms, and thus converts energy into heat. RPM: Revolution every minute. He recorded the piston: the harding of the sides of a piston. There is usually an aluminum transfer from the piston on the cylinder wall. Possible causes: 1) improper lubrication; 2) excessive temperature; 3) Piston clearance is not enough; Stator plate: Plate mounted
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under the fly wheel supports wire coil charging battery. Dead Center Up. the most outing of the piston journey from his limp . Volt: Measurement unit for electromot vehicle force electrical pressure. Measured by a voltmeter parallel to the circuit. Watt: Electrical power unit. Watt = Amp x Volt. WOT: Throttle open wide. 12. General Information Notes 1.12 13. Maintenance 2.1 Chapter 2 Maintenance 2PERIODIC Maintenance Chart. 2.3 Periodic Maintenance Overview. . 2.3 Maintenance chart key. 2.3 Before boarding - 40 hours maintenance
distance.. 2.4 50 - 300 hours maintenance interval..... 2.5 LUBRICANTS POLARIS AND SERVICE PRODUCTS. 2.6 Maintenance Resources.. . 2.7 Inspection and maintenance of public transport. ..... 2.8 Before daily ride/inspection..... 2.8 Vehicle components inspection site.. 2.8 Frames, nuts, screws and FASTENER inspection.. 2.9 Turk Standard Specifications. 2.9 KICK-START LEVER AND OPERATION. ........... . 2.9 Fuel system and air receiving.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.10 Fuel Safety System.. 2.10 Speed Control System ..... 2.10
THROTTLE STOP SPEED CONTROL SYSTEM. ........... . 2.10 Electronic Control THROTTLE (ETC) ..... 2.10 ETC OPERATION. 2.11 ETC SWITCH ADJUSTMENT ........ 2.11 ETC SWITCH ADJUSTMENT........ . 2.11 Tuning choke cable ..... 2.12 Setting idle speed. 2.12 Fuel lines. . 2.12 Pilot adjusting the air bolt. 2.13 VENT LINES. . 2.13 Fuel Filter ..... 2.13 Fuel valve location. 2.14 CARBURETOR DRAINING ..... 2.14 CARBURETOR DRAINING ........ 2.14 CARBURETOR DRAINING........ 2.14 CARBURETOR DRAINING........... 2.14 Air
filter service. 2.15 AIR BOX SEDIMENT TUBE ..... 2.15 ENGINE . 2.16 Engine oil level. 2.16 Oil engine and filter change. 2.16 COMPRESSION/LEAKDOWN TEST..... 2.17 Set tap
clearance....................????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
2.17 ENGINE MOUNTS ..... 2.18 TORQUE FASTENER ENGINE ..... 2.18 CVT DRYING (90CC MODELS). 2.18 Exhaust Spark Cleaning................................. 2.18 Transmission and final drive.. 2.19 LUBRICATION TRANSFER ..... 2.19 LUBRICANT LEVEL TRANSFER. 2.19 LUBRICANT TRANSFER CHANGE. 2.19 Drive Chain Inspection - 90CC Models..... 2.20 Drive Chain Inspection - 50CC Models..... 2.20 Adjusting the drive chain - models 50 and 90CC..... 2.20 SPROCKET INSPECTION ..... 2.21 14. 2.2 Maintenance of electrical and
ignition system ..... 2.21 Battery Maintenance Service Notes.. 2.21 Battery Removal - 50CC..... 2.22 Battery Removal - 90CC..... 2.22 Cleaning battery.. 2.22 Install battery. 2.23 Battery storage. . 2.23 FUSES / FUSE HOLDER LOCATION ..... 2.23 SPARK PLUG INSPECTION ..... 2.23 Ignition timing. 2.24 Engine/Ground Frame..... 2.24 Command and Suspension.. 2.24 Command . 2.24 TIE ROD END / STEERING INSPECTION ........... 2.25 Wheel alignment. . 2.25 TOE ADJUSTMENT ..... 2.26 Front suspension inspection.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . 2.26 Rear Suspension Inspection ..... 2.26 Spring adjustment suspension.. 2.27 Brake system. 2.27 Brake system inspection. 2.27 Brake lever travel. 2.27 Free poly brake. 2.28 Set the front brake. 2.28 Rear brake adjustment. . 2.29 Shoe Inspection Brake.. 2.29 WHEELS and TIRES........ . 2.29 WHEELS. 2.29 Wheels, hubs and spindle tour tablecloths........ 2.29 Wheel inspection. 2.29 Remove Wheel -Front/Rear..... 2.30 Mounting wheels - front/rear..... 2.30 Tire Pressure. 2.30 Tire Inspection. 2.30 15. 2.3 2-course
maintenance periodic maintenance chart detailed overview of periodic maintenance will help keep your vehicle in the safest, most reliable situation. Inspection, adjustment and lubrication of important components are described in the periodic maintenance chart. Inspect, clean, lubric, adjust and replace parts if necessary. When inspection shows the need for replacement parts, use real available polaris parts from your polaris dealer. Note: Services and settings are critical. If you are not familiar with secure services and adjustment
procedures, a qualified vendor performs this operation. The maintenance intervals in the diagram below are based on the average riding conditions and average vehicle speed of approximately 10 miles per hour. Vehicles used severely must be inspected and more serviced Definition of extreme use • Frequent immersion in mud, water or gravel • Racing or racing-style high RPM use • Long-term low speed, heavy load operations • Extended idle • Short trip cold weather operations pay special attention to oil levels. Rising oil levels during cold
weather can indicate comments collected in oil collectors or lame. Oil changes immediately if oil levels start to rise. Monitor oil levels, and if it continues to increase, discontinue use and determine the cause or seller itself see. The key to the maintenance chart of the following symbols mentions potential items during maintenance be aware: = Caution: Due to the nature of these settings, it is recommended that this service be performed by an authorized varis vendor. = Used severely - see Above E = Release Control Service System
(California). Note: Inspection may reveal the need for replacement parts. Always use real pollaris parts. Incorrect warnings carrying out procedures marked with can result in component failure and lead to serious injury or death. A Varis dealer is allowed to perform these services. 16. 2.4 Pre-ride maintenance - 40 hours of periodic maintenance of maintenance charts performing these methods often for vehicles used severely. E Emission Control System Service (California) Have an authorized Polaris dealer perform these services. The
maintenance distance item (whichever comes first) statements clock calendar mile (KM) steering wheel - before the ride - check for free front suspension operations - before the ride - settings as needed. Rear - suspension - pre-ride - tyre - pre-ride - motor stop switch before boarding - check the brake operation of the travel lever - before boarding - settings as brake system required - before boarding - check operations during the day running lights - before boarding - check for proper operation of the chain drive - before boarding - check the
situation and laxity; Refer to the adjustment of the brake light drive chain - before the ride - check for proper Throttle operations - before the ride - check the operation wheel / Fasteners - before the ride - settings as needed to frame fasteners - before the rider - engine E oil level - before the ride - adjustments as required E air filter, before filter - daily - inspection; Deposit discharge when visible head lamp/tail lamp - daily - operation review; dielectric grease request if replaced CVT housing - weekly - drain water as needed, check often if
operating in wet conditions brake travel lever / braking free poly 10 H monthly 100 (160) regular inspection e spark plug 10 H monthly 100 (160) clean; Check the status; Set gaps; Alternative as required idle speed 10 H monthly 100 (160) checks; Set as required E Choke 10 H Monthly 100 (160) reviews for proper battery operation 20 H monthly 200 (320) check terminals; Clean; oil change test engine (break in period) 30 H 6 M 300 (480) drain and change oil; Oil change after the first 10 hours of oil transfer operations (breaking in period) 40
H 12 M 400 (640) inspection level; sally change; perform a break in oil change after the first 10 hours of oil operations before filtering the screen 40 H 12 M 400 (640) clean filter per oil change; Clean annually if the ATV operates less than 10 hours 17 hours. 2.5 Maintenance 2 50 - 300 hours interval maintenance interval maintenance chart performs these methods more for vehicles used severely. E Emission Control System Service (California) Have an authorized Polaris dealer perform these services. Maintenance distance item (each
comes first) Statements Hours Calendar Mile (KM) General Lubrication 50 H 3 M 500 (800) Lubrication of all grease fittings, axes, &amp; cables E valve clearance 50 H 3 M 500 (800) clearance; adjust to specifications if needed; Perform a break in adjustment after the first 10 hours of Operation Carburetor Floating Bowl 50 H 6 M 500 (800) drain the bowl periodically and pre-storage E Throttle cable/ etc switch 50 H 6 M 500 (800) inspection; adjustment; lubrication; alternative if necessary E choke cable 50 H 6 M 500 (800) inspection;
adjustment; lubrication; alternative if necessary E carbohydrate intake flong 50 H 6 M 500 (800) inspection for proper sealing/ air leakage shoe brake wearing 50 H 6 M 500 (800) inspection; Alternative as required drive belt 50 H 6 M 500 (800) inspection; Replacement electronic fuel system requirements 100 H 12 M 1000 (1600) check for leakage in tank caps, lines, fuel valves, filters, carbohydrates, replacement lines every two years E fuel filter 100 H 12 M 1000 (1600) replacement motorcyclists 100 H 12 M 1000 (1600) muffin exhaust
inspection 0 H 12 M 12 M 100 1000 (1600) Inspection E Ignition Timing 100 H 12 M 1000 (1600) Wiring Inspection 100 H 12 M 1000 (1600) Inspection for wear, operation, security; Fork (driven and driven) 100 H 12 M 1000 (1600) inspection;clean; Replacement of worn parts front wheel bearings 100 H 12 M 1000 (1600) inspection; Alternatives as required spark captured 300 H 36 M 3000 (4800) cleaning claw-adjusted- periodic inspection; Set when the parts are replaced 18. 2.6 LUBRICANTS POLARIS MAINTENANCE AND SERVICES
LUBRICANTS PRODUCTS/PRODUCT SERVICES PART NO. Description of part no. Description Of Granberic Motor Add-ons / Sealants / Thread Lock Agents / Misc. 2876248 Polar Artificial Youth 4 Stroke Oil SAE 40 (qt.) 2874275 Loctite Primer N, Aerosol, 25g 2876249 Polar Artificial Youth 4 Stroke Oil SAE 40 (gal.) 2871956 Loctite Thread Silant 565 (50 ml.) (6 counts) 2872175 semi-synthetic petroleum 20W-40 (qt.) 2871949 Loctite Threadlock 242 (50 ml.) (10 counts) 2872176 semi-synthetic petroleum 20W-40 (gal.) 2871950 Loctite
Threadlock 242 (6 ml.) (12 counts) 2870791 Foggy oil (12 oz. aerosol) 2871951 Loctite Threadlock 262 (50 ml.) (10 counts) Lubericant transfer 2871557 luktite 518 removal gasket / Sealant (50 ml) (10 counts) 2873602 polis (AGL) ATV Lubericant Gear (qt.) 2871326 Clean Carbon Premium (12 oz.) (12 counts) Grease/specialty oils 2870652 fuel stabilizer (16 oz.) (12 counts) 2871312 Grease Gun Kit, Premium All Season (3 oz.) 2871957 Black RTV Silicon Sealer (3 Oz Tube) (12 counts) 2871322 Premium All Season Grease (3 Oz
Cartridge) (24 counts) 2871958 Black RTV Silicone Sealer (11 oz) Cartridges) (12 counts) 2871423 Premium All Season Grease (14 ounces cartridge) (10 counts) 2871557 Silant Crab, 3 Band 1215 (5oz.) 2871460 Start Grace Drive (2 oz.) (12 counts) 2872893 Degreaser Motor (12oz.) (12 counts) 2871329 Grease ditrick (Nyogel™) Note: The number of supplied in the table indicates the number of units shipped with each order .2872348 chain lobe, aerosol (16 ounces.) (12 counts) 19. 2.7 Maintenance 2 maintenance resources * Most
under extreme use, such as operating in water or under severe loads. Grease matching NLGI No. 2, such as Polaris Premium All Season Grease, Conoco Superlube M or Mobilegrease Special. Lubrication Diagram # Frequency of Case Lubrication Method 1. Synthetic Polaris Oil Engine: SAE 40 Semi-Synthetic Polaris: 20W-40 View Page 2.16 Check level or change check oil during inspection before mounting and change oil every 30 hours or 6 months. 2. Transferring atv pollaris lubricating gear (AGL) surface checking or changing the
periodic inspection lobe and changing lubrication every 40 hours or annually. 3. Drive the Lobe Chain Varis chain or SAE 80/90 lubricant chain lubricant as needed and before each ride in wet conditions. More in extreme use. 4. Front suspension (arm and spindle) varis premium all grease inspection season; Tightening fasteners; Grease zerks every 3 months or 50 hours (also after washing the ATV or driving in the water). Often used in extreme Dipstick filled plug drain plug spindle axial lubricant chain #2 #1 #3 #4 predator 50 athlete/outlaw
90 inner arm thrust 20. 2.8 General vehicle inspection maintenance and maintenance before the rider/daily inspection performs the inspection before the following ride daily, and when the vehicle service is scheduled in any maintenance. • Rubber - check the condition and pressure of the tire • fuel and oil - filling both to your appropriate level; Don't over-fill • all brakes - operation reviews • Throttle - check for free operation • headlights/taillights/brake lights - check the performance of all indicator lights and switches • motor stop switches -
check for proper performance • wheels - check for loose wheel nuts • air cleaner element - check for dirt or water; Clean or alternative • Steering - Check for free operation, pointing to any unusual laxity in any area • Loose parts - Visual inspection of the vehicle for any damaged or loose nuts, bolts or vehicle fasteners part of inspecting air filter locations (located under the seat) of footrest choke removable fuel valve Air filter valve (located under the seat) Battery Brake Brake Lever (located under the seat) Tube Ventilation Tail Light / Brake
Light Wheel Screw (Net) Rubber (Pressure) Battery During The Day Running LIGHTS Run/Stop Brake Switch Lever Wheel Screw (Net) During the day Running LED Run/Stop Switch Tail Light / Brake Light Rubber (Push) Hunter 50 Athlete 90 21. 2.9 Maintenance 2 frames, nuts, bolts and Fastener inspection periodically inspect all fasteners in accordance with the maintenance program. Check that all cotter pins are in place. Refer to 100000000 per season listed. Turk Standard Specifications are the following specifications for use as a
general guideline. There are exceptions to the steering, suspension, and engine areas. Always consult with blown-up views in any male-ual section when available for Turkic amounts of fasteners before using standard Turk. Kick start levers and operations if the battery gets too weak to start the engine, use the kick lever to start the engine until the battery is serviced. 1. Position the vehicle at the level level. 2. Move the transfer to neutral (if equipped). 3- Lock parking brakes. 4. Push engine stop switch has run position. 5. Turn on the key. 6.
Pull the kick start lever and put your foot on the lever. Drift your heel down to limp the engine 7. After the engine has started, until the kick lever starts to take place. Fastener Torques FASTENER Thread Size TORQUE Standard (ft. lbs. / in. lbs.) TORQUE (Nm) 5 mm bolts 39-52 in pounds. 4.5-6 Nm 6 mm Bolts 69-104 in pounds. 8-12 Nm 8 mm Bolts 13-18 ft. 18-25 Nm 10 mm Bolts 22-29 ft lb. 30-40 Nm 12 mm Bolts 36-43 ft lb. 50-60 Nm 4 mm screw 22-30 in pounds. 2.5-3.4 Nm 5 mm Screw 30-43 in pounds. 3.5-5 Nm 6 mm Screw Hex
87-121 in pounds. 10-14 N. 8 mm hex bolts 17-22 ft lb. 24-30 Nm 10 mm Screw Hex 25-32 ft lb. 35-45 Nm Kick Start Lever 22. 2.10 Fuel maintenance system and air fuel fuel safety speed control system per ANSI/SVIA-1-2001 (sec 6.1.3) as delivery to the consumer, the speed of youth models is limited to below 10 mph for 50cc models and under 15 mph for 90cc models. The seller cannot remove or regulate any speed limiting device under any circumstances, either before or after the sale, even at the request of the consumer. Polaris
ATVs youth model has adjustable throttle limiting screw. Speed-limiting devices may only be regulated/removed by consumers when they determine that their child is able to touch the extra speed. Per ANSI/SVIA-1-2001 (6.2 seconds) the top speed is without a limit of less than 15 mph for 50cc models and less than 30 mph for 90cc models. Throttle Stop Speed Control System uses the following method to control how far the throttle opens. Sticky: This Method Done by consumers only when they determine that their child is able to touch the
extra speed. 1. Loose jam nut. 2- Turn the screw in the inside to slow down or out to increase the speed. 3- Tighten the jam nut after adjustment. Throttle Electronic Control (ETC) always check the throttle for smooth operation before riding. Periodically check out the throttle free game. It should be kept between 1/16 and 1/8 (1.5mm - 3.2mm). If you need to adjust, loosen the jam nut and turn on the adjustment nut to make the free game go to an acceptable level. The gasoline alert is highly flammable and explosive in certain circumstances.
Warnings always stop the engine and refuel outdoors or in a well-ventilated area. Avoid smoke or allowing open flames or sparks in the area where refueling is done or where gasoline is stored. Over fill the tank. Fill the tank up to the bottom of the filler neck. This will allow thermal expansion. If you've got gasoline in your eyes or swallowed gasoline, look at your doctor immediately. If you put gasoline on your skin or clothing, wash it immediately with soap and water and change clothes. Never launch the engine or run it in an enclosed area.
Gasoline engine exhaust fumes are toxic and can cause loss of consciousness and death in a short time. Nut Jam Bolt Set Nut 1/16 - 1/8 (1.5 - 3.2 mm) 23. 2.11 Maintenance 2 etc. operation when the throttle is closed (idle) arm throttle depressed micro switch small that limits the speed per minute engine. When the throttle lever is pushed forward the throttle arm moves off the micro switch and allows the engine to be increased by moving the lever. If the throttle cable hangs or gets stuck while the ATV is operating, the spring-loaded throttle
arm will return and depress the micro switch, limiting the speed per minute of the engine. Set switch etc 1. Slide boot up throttle cable regulator and jam nut. 2. Adjust parking brakes. 3. Start the engine and adjust idle to the specified RPM. Note: Be sure that the engine is operating at temperature. See idle speed setting. 4. Adjust nut in loose cable adjustment line. 5. Turn on the cable setting until the RPM engine starts to increase. 6. In turn adjust the cable in up to the throttle lever is 1/16 (.16 cm) travel before the RPM engine increases. 7.
Tighten the lock nut securely and the slide boot is completely in place to ensure tight water seals. Note: Check etc immersed the switch to be held in idle position. 8. Convert handlebars from left to right through all turning ranges. If the idle speed increases, check the proper way to get the cable. If the cable is routed correctly and in good condition, repeat the adjustment procedure. Micro Switch Throttle Arm Switch Boot Switch Adjust nut 24. 2.12 Maintenance Set Choke Cable Confirms Free Game from 1/16-3/16 (1.6-4.76 mm) and smooth
operation of chokes Settings to Free Poly can be made by loosening the choke cable setting on or out to obtain the desired free poly. If smooth choke operations cannot be obtained, inspect the choke cable for kinks or sharp bends in the mwings. Set idle speed 1. Start the engine and heat it thoroughly. 2. Adjust idle speed by turning slide adjustment screws on (clockwise) to increase or out (versus clockwise) to reduce RPM. (See Illustration). Note: Idle speed adjustment affects throttle poly cable and electronic troll control (ETC) setting.
Always check the free poly cable throttle after adjusting idle speed and adjusting if necessary. Fuel lines 1. Check the fuel lines for signs of wear, deterioration, damage, or leakage. Replace if necessary. 2. Be sure the fuel lines are properly routed and secure with cable link. 3. Replace all fuel lines every two years. 50cc 50cc Mikuny Idle Speed: 1500 ± 100 90cc Keihin: 1700 ± 100 Caution make sure all fuel lines and valve lines are not kinked or pinched. Idle speed bolt 25. 2.13 Maintenance 2 Pilot Air Bolt Set 1. Set idle speed to
specifications. Always check the free poly cable throttle after adjusting idle speed and adjusting if necessary. 2. To adjust the mix screw, you need to use the D-shaped Carburetor adjusting screwdriver PA-47361. Lightly turn on the mix screw in the clockwise until the engine's idle RPM begins to decline. Stop spinning here. 3. Gently turn the mix screw in front of the clock wheels until the idle speed returns to the maximum RPM. Continue rotating on the counter-clock until idle RPM starts to drop. Stop spinning here. 4. Center the mix screw
between points in steps 2 and 3. 5. Read idle speed if not within specifications. Vent Lines 1. Check the fuel tank, lame, kerbertor, battery and transmission valve lines for signs of wear, deterioration, damage or leakage. It is replaced every two years. 2. Confirm the valve lines correctly routed and secured by linking the cable. The fuel filter must be replaced in accordance with the periodic maintenance chart or whenever it is visible in the filter. Place the fuel filter - located in the line between the fuel valve and the carbohydrate inlet. To
service the fuel filter: 1. Turn off the fuel supply in the fuel valve. 2. Remove the line clamp at both ends of the filter. 3. Remove fuel lines from filters. 4. Install new filters and clamps on fuel lines. 5. Convert fuel valve to 'ON'. 6. Start the engine and inspect for leakage. Caution pilot air screws at calibrated factory to meet EPA/CARB regulations for air quality standards. Test circuit cleaning must be carried out by a certified repair shop to ensure that air quality standards are not excessive. Pilot Air Bolt Base Set: 50cc Mikuni: 2.5 turns out to be
90cc Keihin: 2.25 ±.5 turns out to be pilot bolt fuel filter LH side ATV 26. 2.14 Maintenance of Predator Place Fuel Valve 50 / Outlaw 90 90 carbs drain floating bowls of carbohydrates should be periodically drained to remove accumulated moisture or sewage from the bowl, or before long storage periods. 1. Convert fuel valve to 'off' position. 2- Place a dish under the bowl drain hose. 3. Loosen the screw drain and allow the fuel to float in the bowl and drain the fuel line completely. 4. Inspect the discharged fuel for water or sewage. 5. Tighten
the drain screw. 6- Convert fuel valve to ON. 7. Check for fuel leakage. 8. Start the engine and re-check for leakage. LH Side ATV Predator 50 Fuel Outlaw Valve 90 Fuel Valve Off Predator Intensifies 50 / Outlaw 90 - Sportsman90 Fuel Valve Valve Turn Knob to Work Fuel Valve Drain Bolt 27. 2.15 Maintenance 2 Air Filter Service 1. Take the chair. 2. Release the air box covering spring clips and remove the cover. 3- Take the foam air filter. Rinse the foam filter in warm soapy water, then rinse and let it dry. If the filter is damaged, install a
new foam filter. 4. Use commercial foam filter oil available to filter foam. 5. Filter inspection support screen and clean away any oil or pollution in the air box. 6. Reinstall screen, foam filter and air box cover. Secure the clippings. 7. Reinstall the chair. Air box ventilation tube periodically check the air box ventilation tube located towards the rear of the device. Discharge is visible whenever the deposit is lit in the pipe. Note: Ventilation pipe requires more frequent service if the vehicle operates in wet conditions or in high throttle openings for long
periods. 1- Take the hose clamp and take the pipe on it. 2. Drain and clean the deposit of the pipe. 3- Reinstall the pipe and clamp. Coating video foam filter supports discharge screen drain pipe hose clamp 28. 2.16 Oil level engine maintenance maintains oil levels in safe range in dipstick. The filling is not too much. To check the oil level: 1. Position the vehicle at the level level. 2- Take deep stick. Wipe it with a clean dry cloth. 3. Reinstall dipstick completely. 4. Remove dipstick and check oil levels. Note: Increasing oil levels between
checks in driving cold weather, can indicate moisture collected in the oil tank. If the oil level exceeds the full mark, change the oil. 5. Add the recommended oil as needed. Note: Do not fill over the natural oil operating range. Filling over the normal operating range can cause an oil mist to enter the air box. 6. Reinstall dipstick. Engine oil and filter change 1. Place the car on the surface. 2. Clean the area around the drain plug. 3. Run the engine two to three minutes until hot. 4- Stop the engine. 5- Place a drain pan under the engine limp. 6.
Remove the drain plugin and pre-filter the screen. Allow the oil to drain completely. 7. Wash the oil before filtering the screen with solvent to remove any residue. Let the screen play 8. Inspect the O ring in the drain plug, replace if needed. Note: The sealing surfaces in the drain plug and lame should be clean and free of burrs, nicks or scratches. 9. Re-collect the screen before filtering and spring into the plug-in before filtering. Engine oil recommended: Engine oil recommendations are listed under motor oil and change The Dipstick FullAdd
Oil Filter { Safe Range Caution Hot Oil can cause serious burns to the skin. 11. Remove dipstick. Add 30 ounces. (900 ml) oil is recommended. The filling is not too much. 12. Reinstall dipstick. 13. Start the engine. Let it be idle for one to two minutes. 14. Stop the engine and inspect for leakage. 15. Check oil levels. Add the oil as needed to bring the surface to the top mark on the dipstick. Important compression/leakage testing: Use a compression test adapter that will cause too long damage to the cylinder head. The length of the adapter
should not be greater than the length of spark plug yarns (1.2 or 12.07 mm). Discharge valve received/ exhaust valve clearance 1. Remove the valve cover caps to expose the received arms and exhaust rocker. 2. Remove the plug-in spark and rotate the engine to TDC in the compression stroke. 3. Insert the .002 (.06 mm) felt gauge between the stem end of the incoming valve and the adjuster screw. 4. If adjustment is required, loosen the locknut and adjust to turn up the proper clearance obtained. 5. When the clearance is correct, keep
the adjuster screw and tighten the locknut safe. 6- Check the valve clearance again. 7. Repeat steps 3-5 to adjust the discharge of the exhaust valve. = T Crankcase Drain Plug: 11 ft. lbs. (15 Nm) Recommended Motor Oil: Youth Synthetic Pollaris 4 Stroke Oil SAE 40 (above 32 degrees Fahrenheit) Quart - (PN 2876248) Gallon - (PN2876249) Semi Synthetic Petroleum 20W-40 (under 32) Grade Fahrenheit) Quart - (PN 2872175) Gallon - (PN2872176) Cylinder Compression Standard: 115 - 155 psi Cylinder Lakege Service Limit: 10%
Inspection If leakage exceeds 10% compression test adapter threads should not exceed spark plug threads. 1/2 (12.07mm) tap clearance - in/out: .002 (.06 mm) consumption is shown to be 30. 2.18 Mounts engine maintenance inspects engine mounts for cracks or damage. Check engine packing engines and ensure that they tighten CVT drying (90cc models) note: If the ATV agent is through water, be sure to check cvt and other components for watering. The ATV should be checked immediately. There may be some cases where water
accidentally sinks into the CVT system. Use the following instructions to dry it out before surgery. The Drin plugin is located at the bottom of the CVT coating. 1. Remove the drain plug located under cvt housing. Reinstall the drain plugin. 2. Change To neutral. 3. Start the engine. Apply different throttle for 10-15 seconds to expel moisture and air dry belts and forks. Don't keep the throttle wide open for more than 3 to 4 seconds. 4. Let the RPM engine quickly settle idle. 5. Test for belt slip. If the belt slid, repeat the process. Exhaust sparks
arrest cleaning exhaust pipe should be periodically cleared of accumulated carbon as follows: 1. Remove (3) or (6) screw (A) and remove the arrester screen from the end of the muffin. Caution exposure to brine will cause corrosion to metal components. If the car is run in brine areas, rinse it repeatedly with fresh water. CVT drain warning plug performs cleaning immediately after the engine is run, as the exhaust system becomes very hot. Serious burns can be caused by contact with exhaust components. To reduce the risk of fire, make
sure there are no combustible materials in the area when clearing Parkerser. Wear eye protection. While you do not stand behind or in front of the vehicle from the arrest of sparks. Never run the engine in an enclosed area. The exhaust contains toxic carbon monoxide gas. While it tends not to go under the car. Adjust the handbrake and block the wheels to avoid rear-thing. Failure to heed these warnings can lead to serious personal injury or death. Predator 50 screen arrester captured outlaw screen 90 athletes 90 31. 2.19 Maintenance 2
2. Use a non-synthetic brush to clean the arrester screen. A synthetic brush may melt if the parts are hot. If necessary, blow debris from the screen with compressed air. 3. Screen inspection for wear and damage. Replace if necessary. 4. Reinstall the arrester. 5. Blow the screws to 7 feet lb (9.5 Nm). Transmission and lubrication of the final drive transmission level lubricant transmission should be reviewed and changed in accordance with the maintenance plan. Remember: • Vehicle approval is the level before action. • Confirm the valve
hose is correctly routed and is not an obstacle. • Follow instructions to check/change the transfer fluid. The Lubricant transmission gear surface filling plug-in is located on the side of the gear case on the right side of the ATV. Maintain lubricant levels at the bottom of the thread filling hole plug.uld monthly reviews and annual changes. 1. Position the vehicle at the level level. 2. Remove the fill plugin. 3. View the lubricant level through the filling hole. 4. If the level is low, adding lubricant is recommended. 5. Reinstall the plugin filling. Lubricant
transfer changed 1. Place the car on the surface. 2. Remove the fill plugin. 3- Place a drain pan underneath the transfer. 4. Remove the drain plugin and allows the lubricant to drain completely. Recommended Grease Transfer Specifications: Polaris (AGL) ATV Gearcase Quart - (PN 2873602) Capacity: 11.8 oz. (350 mL) or bottom filling threads hole drain turk plug: 14 feet of pounds. (19 Nm) Fill plug-in drain plug-ins do not remove CVT drain plug-ins do not remove detnet shift drain plugin 32. 2.20 Maintenance 5. Clean and reinstall the
drain plugin. Torque to 14 ft. lbs. (19 Nm). 6. Add the recommended lubriken. Maintain the lubricant surface at the bottom of the thread filling plug hole. 7. Reinstall the plugin fill. Check the leaks. Drive Chain Inspection - Model 90cc 1. Check the amount of chain laxity by moving the car slightly forward to obtain chain deviation. 2. Fall suspension with low adjustable trailer tie. Close the strap around the axle and rear bumper tube. 3. Tighten the strap while compressing the suspension to create a direct line of sight between the rear axle and
the gear case of the output shaft. It establishes the tightest chain position. 4. Drag down on the tension to move it out of the way, then measure the chain deviation. The permissible chain deviation is 1.4-1/2 (6 to 12 mm). Drive Chain Inspection - 50cc 1 models. Check the amount of chain laxity by moving the car slightly forward to obtain deviation at the top of the chain. 2. The chain must have 1/4-1/2 (6-12 mm) deviation. If the chain needs to be adjusted, use the following method. Set drive chain - 50 and 90cc models 1. Shell four (4) rear
bearing housing mountain bolts. 2- Loosen the lock nut of the chain regulator. 3. Adjust the chain in the clockwise to turn up the chain stretch to the adjusted specifications. = T Transmission Discharge Plug-in: 14 ft lb. (19 Nm) = Pollaris (AGL) ATV Lubricant Gear: 11.8 oz. (350 mL) or low transmission filling thread hole chain tension strap 1/4-1/2 (6-12 mm) deviation 33. 2.21 Maintenance 2 4. Tighten the chain adjusting the lock nut to 84 in pounds. (9.4 Nm) and re-confirm the chain tension in specifications. 5. Tightening four (4) bearing
housing bolts to 43 pounds. (60 Nm) and reinstall the rear cover. Sprocket inspection inspects front and rear sprockets for worn, broken or bent teeth. To check for wear, drag upwards on the top chain of the rear spraact. Replacing sprocket if the chain movement exceeds 1/4 (.6 cm) of electricity and ignition system battery maintenance notes important service: Don't activate young people's ATV batteries unless they are put into service within 30 days of activation. Youth ATVs have a low maintenance style battery. Remove the battery cap
bar to check the acid level or add water when the battery is activated. Perform proper battery and charging tests or replace the battery as needed. New batteries must be fully charged before use or battery life significantly reduced (10 to 30% of full battery potential). Note: Does not use a fixed high amperage battery charger to charge this style of battery. Use low amperage charger capable of charging That's 1/10 of the amp-hour battery rating. Rear Sprocket is a toxic battery electrolyte warning. Contains sulfuric acid. Serious burns can be
caused by contact with the skin, eyes or clothing. Antidote: External: With water to kindle. Internal: Drink large amounts of water or milk. Follow with magnesium milk, battered eggs, or vegetable oil. call the doctor immediately . Eye: Flood with water for 15 minutes and get quick medical care. Batteries produce explosive gases. Keep the spark, flame, cigarettes, etc. away. Ventilated when charging or using in an enclosed space. Alwaysshieldeyeswhen workingnearbatteries. Stay out of reach of children, caution will always wear goggy
glasses, rubber protective gloves and appropriate clothing when working with batteries. 34. 2.22 Battery Maintenance Removal - 50cc for battery removal: 1. Removal (3) Bolts supply battery brackets to the frame and remove battery and brackets from the frame. 2. Remove (2) supply nuts hold the strap down on the battery. 3. Cut black negative (-) battery cable first. 4. Discontinue the positive red (+) next battery cable. 5. Remove battery from ATV. Battery Removal - 90cc to remove battery: 1. Remove seat to access battery. 2. Hang the
hold strap to the bottom of the battery supply in position. 3. Cut black negative (-) battery cable first. 4. Discontinue positive red (+) last battery cable. 5. Pick up the battery from the ATV. Battery cleaning keeps battery terminals and connections free of corrosion. If necessary cleaning, take the corrosion with a stiff wire brush. Wash with a solution of one tablespoon of baking soda and a cup of water. Rinse well with tap water and dry with clean shop towels. Coat the terminals with ditrick grease or oil jelly. Incorrectly connecting or
disconnecting battery cables can lead to explosions and cause serious injury or death. When removing the battery, always disconnect the negative (black) cable first. When reinstalling the battery, always connect the negative (black) cable. Caution to reduce spark chances: Whenever you destroy the battery, cut the negative cable (black) first. When reinstalling the battery, install the negative cable last time. (1) Screw down (2) Remove the upper screw (2) warning nuts to improperly connect or disconnect the battery cable can lead to
explosions and cause serious injury or death. When removing the battery, always disconnect the negative (black) cable first. When reinstalling the battery, always connect the negative (black) cable. Caution to reduce spark chances: Whenever you destroy the battery, cut the negative cable (black) first. When reinstalling the battery, install the negative cable last time. Athlete 90 shown 35 battery location. 2.23 Maintenance 2 Battery Installation 1. Fully charged location In its owner. 2. Connect the hold strap to the bottom(s). 3. Connect and
tighten the positive red (+) cable first. 4. Connect and tighten the black negative (-) last cable. 5. Terminal battery bolts to 3.5 feet pounds. (4.7 Nm) 6. Check that the cables are routed correctly. Note: When installing a new battery, make sure it's fully charged before its initial use. Using a new battery that is not fully charged can damage the battery and lead to a shorter life. It can also hinder the performance of the car. If necessary, use a .5A battery charger. Take the battery out of the car whenever the car is not used for a period of three
months or more, make sure it is fully charged, and store it from the sun in a cool, dry place. Check battery voltage per month during storage and charging as needed to maintain a full charge. Fuse/Fuse Holder Place A 7 Amp Fuse protects the original electrical system on all youth models. See screenshots for fuse locations. Spark Inspection Plugin 1. Remove sparks of high tension lead plug. The plug area is clean so no dirt and debris can fall into the engine when the plug is removed. 2. Remove spark plugin. 3. Electrode inspection for
wear and carbon buildup. Look for a sharp outer edge without rounding or erosion of electrodes. 4. Cleaning with electric contact cleaner or glass nut spark plug cleaner only. Caution: Wire brush or coated abrasive should not be used. 5. Measuring gaps with wire gauges. Refer to the specifications for the right spark plug type and slot. Adjust the gap if necessary by bending the side electrode carefully. 6. If necessary, replace the spark plug with the right type. Caution: Severe engine damage may occur if the spark plug is used incorrectly. 7.
Apply a small amount of anti-takeover combination to spark yarn plug. 8. Install spark plug-ins and to 9 feet lbs (12 Nm). Predator 50 7 Amp Fuse Sportsman 90 7 Amp Fuse Outlaw 90 Recommended Spark Plug: NGK CR6HSA Spark Plug Torque: 9 ft. lbs. (12 Nm) High Tension Lead Inspect electrode for wear and buildup Spark Plug Gap .024 - .028 (.6-.7mm) 36. 2.24 Ignition maintenance is controlled CDI timing and has no adjustment method. Note: There is no timing of pre-stamp marks on the flight wheel to read with timing light.
Engine/pitch frame inspects the engine to frame the connection of the ground cable on the starter engine ride. Be sure to be clean and tight. Steering and suspension steering wheel components shall periodically be checked for loose clamps, worn tie rod ends, and damage. Also check to make sure all the cotter pins are in place. If the cotter pins are removed, they should not be reused. Always use new cotter pins. Replace any worn or damaged steering components. The steering wheel must move freely through all ranges of unconned
travel. Check the path of all cables, cravings and wiring to make sure the steering mechanism is not Or limited. Note: Whenever command components are replaced, check the alignment of the front end. Just use real pollaris parts. Ignition timing: 17.5 degrees BTDC @ 1700 RPM warning due to the critical nature of the procedures specified this season, Polaris recommends the component repair steering wheel and is regulated to be carried out by the authorized polaris vendor. Only a qualified technician must replace worn or damaged
steering parts. Just use real polaris replacement parts. The 50cc model is 16 feet lb (22 Nm) 25 feet. Pounds (34 Nm) 40 feet (54 Nm) 25 feet pounds. (34 Nm) 25 feet lb. (34 Nm) 16 feet lb. (22 Nm) 16 feet lb. (22 Nm) 90cc 16 ft model. 40 feet lb 25 feet (22 straw meters) 16 feet pounds (22 straw meters) 16 feet pounds (22 straw meters) 16 feet (22 straw meters) (16 feet pounds) 22 Nm) (54 Nm) (34 Nm) 25 ft. lbs. (34 Nm) 25 ft. lbs. (34 Nm) 37. 2.25 Maintenance 2 Tie End Rod/Steering Inspection 1. Raise the front end of the ATV so the
front wheels are from the ground. Check for any relax in the front hub/wheel assembly by grasping the tyre tightly at the top and bottom first, and then on the front and back. Try to move the wheel and hub by pushing in and pulling out. 2- If abnormal movement is detected, inspect the hub and wheel assembly to determine the cause. 3. Take the front wheels. 4. Understand the steering tie rod and drag in all directions feel to move at the end of the tie rod. 5. Repeat inspection for the end of the inner tie rod (at the steering wheel). 6. Replace
any worn steering components. Steering should move freely through all ranges of travel without connecting the alignment wheel use the following method to check the wrist alignment of the vehicle. The recommended claw alignment is 1/8 to 1/4 (3- 6 mm) of claws. 1. Set the categories in a direct position ahead. Note: The steering arm can be used as an indicator of whether the categories are direct or not. The arm must always return directly from the steering wheel, putting the stands in front of the car, which is perpendicular to the rear
tires. 3. Tie the elastic string around the booth, make sure the string just touches the side surface of the rear tires on each side of the vehicle and goes around the stands in front of the vehicle. Rod's external tie-end warning of severe injury or death can result from alignment and improper leg adjustment. All tie rod settings must be made by an authorized varis dealer. Inner Tie Rod ends 38th. 2.26 Maintenance 4. Measure the string distance to the edge at the front and back of the front edge. The rear measurement should be 1.16 - 1.8 (2 to
3 mm) more than the front measurement. Adjust the claw if the claw alignment is incorrect, measure the distance between the center of the car and each wheel. This will tell you that the tie rod needs to be adjusted. Note: Be sure to set the handlebars straight ahead before determining which tie-(s) bars need to be set. To adjust claw alignment: • Hold the tie rod to keep it from spinning. • Loose jam nut at both ends Bars. • Shorten or prolong the tie rod until the alignment is required to achieve proper foot adjustment - (1/8 to 1/4). • Important:
When tightening the tie rod at the end of jam nuts, the end of the rod should be kept in parallel to prevent damage to the end of the rod and premature abrasion. The damage may not be immediately apparent if done incorrectly. See illustration. Front suspension intensive inspection and release front suspension. Moisturizing should be smooth across a range of trips. Inspect the shock front and fountain to ensure proper performance. If the shock is leaking oil, replace it. Check all front suspension components for wear or damage. Check the
shock install fasteners to ensure they are tight. Inspect the arm and weldments for any signs of damage. Rear suspension intensive inspection and rear suspension release. Moisturizing should be smooth across a range of trips. • Check all rear suspension components for wear or damage. Caution during the adjustment of tie rods, it is very important that the following precautions are taken when tightening the tie-end bars of jam nuts. If the end of the rod is not mistakenly positioned it's not pivotal, and the measurement stands to the edge
hold the rods end to properly tighten the incorrectly stiff nut jam jam predator nut 50 shown 39 breaks. 2.27 Maintenance 2 • Shock inspection for leakage. Back and spring shock inspections to ensure proper performance. If the shock is leaking oil, replace it. Inspect the swing arm and weldments for any signs of damage. Adjusting the rear spring pre-load suspension spring can be set on both the 50cc and 90cc models. The front spring preload can only be set to 90cc models. To perform preload settings, convert the regulator's cam to
increase or decrease the amount of preload. Brake brake system check inspection system below is recommended to keep the brake system in good operating conditions. The service life of brake system components depends on operating conditions. Brake inspection complies with the maintenance schedule and before each ride. Travel lever brakes check the travel lever at recommended intervals in the periodic maintenance chart. Brake service when travel brake lever reaches the entire travel measurement lever listed in the table below.
Always brake service when other ability to stop adequately in the specified lever set travel shock spanr wrench (PN 2870872) preload adjusted reduced component total front travel lever brake lever 1 3/4 (45 1mm) brake lever Rear 2 1/2 (65 mm) brake front travel lever - 1 3/4 (45 mm) rear - 2 1/2 (65 mm) measuring 40 travel levers. Thank you so much for reading. Please click here and then learn more. Information.
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